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Abstract

Market research companies predict a huge mar-
ket for services to be delivered to mobile users.
Services include route guidance, point-of-interest
search, metering services such as road pricing and
parking payment, traffic monitoring, etc. We be-
lieve that no single such service will be the killer
service, but that suites of integrated services are
called for. Such integrated services reuse in-
tegrated content obtained from multiple content
providers.

This paper describes concepts and techniques un-
derlying the data management system deployed by
a Danish mobile content integrator. While geo-
referencing of content is important, it is even more
important to relate content to the transportation in-
frastructure. The data management system thus re-
lies on several sophisticated, integrated representa-
tions of the infrastructure, each of which supports
its own kind of use. The paper covers data model-
ing, querying, and update, as well as the applica-
tions using the system.

1 Introduction

Strategy Analytics, a leader in providing strategic and tac-
tical support for business planners, recently concluded that:
“Demand for mobile information services is skyrocketing
and interest in coupling them with positioning technologies
[is] at an all time high.” A USD 9 billion and a USD 7
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billion annual revenue opportunity from location-based ser-
vices is foreseen by 2005 in Western Europe and the USA,
respectively [15]. Strategy Analytics expect that location
technologies will augment existing wireless data applica-
tions as well as spawn a host of entirely new services, in-
cluding alerts and ads, and personal location and guidance
services.

The mobile services value chain involves a range of dif-
ferent services, including at least content provision, con-
tent integration, service development, service hosting, wire-
less communication provision, and billing. Following the
maxim that “content is king,” we believe that the integration
of content and the reuse of content across multiple services
will be central to the cost-effective delivery of competitive
mobile services as well as to the rapid development of new
mobile services. Consequently, we see content integration
as essential to the mobile services of the future.

The user’s location is central to many mobile services.
This is so because the location is quite indicative of the
user’s context. Thus, knowing the location is helpful in de-
livering the desired service while requiring less extensive
interaction with the user. This is important. First, the inter-
action with the user is often constrained in comparison to a
desktop computing scenario. Second, interaction is often a
secondary activity, the primary activity being to, e.g., travel
safely.

The transportation infrastructure is often essential to mo-
bile service users. Indeed, a general-purpose foundation for
the delivery of location-based services requires that mul-
tiple, integrated representations of the infrastructure are
available. For example, a graph-based representation is
needed for route planning. In addition, the infrastructure
must be geo-referenced, i.e., the geographical coordinates
of roads and intersections must be captured.

Next, content (also termed business data) must be geo-
referenced and must also be positioned with respect to the
infrastructure. For example, points of interest must be po-
sitioned in the infrastructure so that guidance services can



determine appropriate routes to these.
The paper describes in detail Danish company Euman

A/S’s [7] content integration and service delivery system.
This system captures multiple, integrated representations of
the transportation infrastructure and positions content with
respect to this infrastructure. This system offers a general-
purpose and flexible foundation for the rapid development
and delivery of diverse, integrated mobile services. Initial
services based on this system are available to consumers in
Denmark, and advanced services are being prototyped and
tested.

The paper’s description of the content integration and
service delivery system focuses on the data modeling em-
ployed by the system, but update and querying are also
covered. The paper additionally offers the reader insight
into the real-world requirements posed to a system that in-
tegrates mobile content.

The database schema shown in the paper represents the
core of the real schema. The real schema includes more
attributes than those shown, in addition to some 700 other
tables. The database instance shown is extracted from the
real database instance, although a single table has been pop-
ulated with generated data, for conciseness and simplicity.
In spite of the necessary conciseness, it is our hope that this
paper will shed light on the cross-disciplinary application
domain, will demonstrate some of the complexity of the
data management problem addressed, and will inform fu-
ture research.

Past related work in the scientific domain of computer
science generally makes simple assumptions about the
problem setting. First, much work assumes that mobile ob-
jects and content are points embedded in, typically, two-
dimensional Euclidean space. The efficient support for dif-
ferent types of range queries, nearest neighbor queries, and
reverse nearest neighbor queries have been explored in this
context (e.g., [2, 10, 17, 18, 20]).

The transportation infrastructure is not taken into ac-
count. As a result, the notions of proximity and distance
used are inappropriate to many services. Further, only lim-
ited services can be supported—guidance services cannot
be supported.

Second, other scientific work has considered problems
where the infrastructure is central. The shortest path prob-
lem [1, 3] is a good example. Here, the infrastructure is
represented as a graph. The resulting solutions do not take
into account Euclidean distances and do not support well
the geographically-based integration and querying of con-
tent. Critics of graph representations [8, 9] argue that they
fail to capture advanced real-world properties of transporta-
tion infrastructures, e.g., link characteristics that change be-
tween vertices.

These past works must be integrated in order to provide
a general-purpose foundation for the delivery of mobile ser-
vices. The present paper is the first paper known to the au-
thors that takes steps towards such an integration. In doing
so, the paper contributes to making the advances from the
scientific domain relevant in practice.

In the industrial domain, linear referencing [16] has been
used quite widely for the capture of content located along
linear elements (e.g., routes) in transportation infrastruc-
tures. For example, Oracle Spatial [12] offers support for
linear referencing. In addition, a generic data model, or ER
diagram, has been recommended for the capture of different
aspects of entire transportation infrastructures and related
content [13], and a number of variants of this model have
been reported in the literature (see, e.g., [4,6,11,14,19,22]).

The data model underlying the system presented in this
paper employs linear referencing, but improves on other
data models in several respects. Perhaps most notably, it
is the only model that integrates different representations of
a transportation infrastructure via a purely internal model
of the infrastructure. In a sense, this approach is a “geo-
graphical generalization” of the use of surrogate keys for
the management of business data. Use of the internal in-
frastructure model simplifies data management in much the
same way that does the use of keys that does not carry any
meaning outside the system.

The paper is structured as follows. The next section de-
scribes the functionality expected from a mobile services
data management system, and it illustrates the nature of the
related content and the transportation infrastructure itself.
Section 3 describes the overall architecture of the system.
Section 4 offers a fairly detailed description of the core part
of the system’s data model and concepts underlying its de-
sign. The next two sections cover update and querying, re-
spectively. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the paper and out-
lines some of the directions in which the system is expected
to be extended in the future.

2 Case Study and Requirements
This section aims to illustrate the data management chal-
lenges posed by mobile services. More specifically, we con-
sider the real-world setting of mobile services. We initially
consider the types of queries that are needed to support typ-
ical services.

2.1 Location-Based Queries

A simple type of query in mobile services computes the dis-
tance or expected travel time from a mobile user’s current
position to a destination or point of interest, such as a par-
ticular art gallery or tourist attraction.

Another type of query concerns advanced route plan-
ning, where the service user wants to retrieve the route to
a certain point of interest, in the shortest time (i.e., taking
both distance and expected travel speeds into account) while
passing one or more points of interest enroute.

Yet another type of query retrieves the “nearest” point
of interest, such as a particular type of store or gas station.
The term “nearest” may be given several meanings. For
example, it may denote the shortest Euclidean distance, or it
may denote the shortest travel time along the road network.
The distance to the point of interest may be in relation to the
current position of the service user, or it may be in relation
to the remainder of the route on which the user is traveling.



(a) First Intersection (b) Second Intersection

Figure 1: Aerial Photos of Road Intersections

Queries such as these require different representations of
the underlying data. One may initially distinguish among
two types of data that must be available for querying, the
infrastructure and the “remaining” data. The former en-
compasses the geographical space and the transportation in-
frastructure according to which the remaining data is posi-
tioned, either directly or indirectly. The remaining data is
sometimes termed business data or content. Examples in-
clude the points of interest mentioned in the queries above,
but this type of data is quite open-ended. For example, for
an art gallery the content encompasses information about
the current exhibition, the associated artists, and the artists’
other works and exhibitions.

To position a service user, for whom we have the geo-
graphical coordinates from a GPS receiver, wrt. the infras-
tructure, it is necessary to geo-reference the infrastructure.
Put differently, we need the coordinates of the roads. To
perform route planning, a graph-like representation of the
transportation infrastructure is needed.

Some content, e.g., accident data, is traditionally posi-
tioned based on mile-posts or so-called known makers. To
make such content available to queries, a representation of
the infrastructure based on known markers is also required.

Queries inherently involve content: distances, speed lim-
its, estimated speeds, sights, attractions, destinations, etc.
In order to support the queries listed, the content must be
geo-positioned as well as positioned wrt. the infrastructure.

Further, the content must be accessible via different rep-
resentations of the infrastructure. The implication is that the
infrastructure representations must be interrelated, meaning

that it must be possible to translate from one representation
to another.

2.2 Content

Content generally falls into one of two categories. First,
point data concerns entities that are located at a specific ge-
ographic location and have no relevant spatial extent. This
type of data is attached to specific points in the transporta-
tion infrastructure. Examples of point data include traffic
accidents, museums, gas stations, and hotels. Second, inter-
val data concern data that are considered to relate to a part
of road and are thus attached to intervals of given roads.

Interval data can be categorized according to two
orthogonal characteristics: (1) overlapping versus non-
overlapping and (2) covering versus non-covering. Specif-
ically, if it is possible for more than one piece of content
of the same type to be attached to the same (sub-)interval
of a road, that type of content is overlapping; otherwise, it
is non-overlapping. Next, a type of interval content is cov-
ering if there is no part of the infrastructure that does not
have at least one piece of content of that type attached to it;
otherwise, it is non-covering. We say that a type of interval
content is partitioning if it is non-overlapping and covering.

Partitioning content includes speed limits and road sur-
face type. Non-overlapping, non-covering content includes
u-turn restrictions and road constructions, as well as more
temporary phenomena such as traffic congestion and jams.
Examples of overlapping, non-covering content includes
tourist sights. A scenic mountain top and a castle may be
visible from overlapping stretches of the same road. Other



part of roads have no sights. Another example is warning
signs. Overlapping, covering content include service avail-
abilities, e.g., a car repair service may be available from
some service provider anywhere, and several repair service
providers may be available in areas.

2.3 Transportation Infrastructure

Section 4 describes in detail how the transportation infras-
tructure and content are represented in the content integra-
tion system. Here, we simply describe the actual infras-
tructure that is to be represented as discussed earlier in this
section. To be specific, we consider three consecutive “in-
tersections” along a single road. Aerial photos of the first
two of these are given in Figure 1(a)–(b). In these photos,
the road we consider first stretches from West to East (a),
then bends and goes from South-West to North-East (b).
We describe each intersection in turn.

While our road is generally a bidirectional highway with
one lane in each direction and no median strip dividing the
traffic, the first intersection, in Figure 1(a), introduces a me-
dian and includes two bidirectional exit and entry roads.
Major concerns underlying this design are those of safety
and ease of traffic flow. Vehicles traveling East, i.e., us-
ing the right lane of the highway, must use the first road to
the right for exiting. A short deceleration lane is available.
The second road connected to the right side of the highway
is used by vehicles, originating from the crossing road that
wish to travel East on the highway. A short acceleration
lane is available. A similar arrangement applies to the high-
way’s left lane.

At the point of the second intersection, in Figure 1(b),
the highway has two lanes in each direction, a median, and
four unidirectional exit and entry lanes. This intersection
is safer for vehicles on the highway than the previous one.
Entry and exit lanes dedicated to acceleration and decel-
eration provide higher safety for vehicles on the highway.
Specifically, a vehicle traveling North-East, i.e., using the
right lane of the highway, can decelerate in the long exit
lane, while North-East bound vehicles must enter and can
accelerate via the long right entry lane. A corresponding
arrangement applies to the left lane of the highway.

The third intersection (no photo shown) is a five-road
rotary that connects our road with another major road and a
small road that leads to a developed area. The other major
road has a bicycle path along it. It is possible to enter the
rotary from any of the five roads, and to exit it onto any of
the roads. Only right turns are possible.

It should be clear from this description and the descrip-
tion of the need for multiple representations of a transporta-
tion infrastructure that a transportation infrastructure is not
just a mathematical graph. While some aspects may be de-
scribed as a directed, non-planar graph, other aspects are
left unaccounted for by such a simple representation, e.g.,
the geographical coordinates of the roads and their intersec-
tions.

3 System Architecture

An overview of the system architecture can be seen in Fig-
ure 2. We now describe the individual components, starting
at the top.

GSM/GPRS/3G

Integrated DB
(Oracle 9i)

Web Services
(Oracle 9iAS)

Road Data
(VD)

Map Data
(KMS)

... Other content
sources

XML

SQL/XML

GSM/GPRS/3G

Web Services
(Oracle 9iAS)

Web Services
(Oracle 9iAS)

GPSGPS

Figure 2: System Architecture

The two most common types of clients are advanced
Java-enabled mobile phones/PDAs such as the Nokia 9210
Communicator and the Nokia 7650 (for person-related ser-
vices) and cars with on-board, on-line computers (for road
traffic services, etc.). The clients receive their positional in-
formation from GPS satellites using their associated GPS
receivers. The clients use a wireless WAN network to com-
municate with the other system components. Currently,
most communication uses GSM-based technologies such as
High-Speed Data and SMS. However, packet-based 2.5G
protocols such as GPRS are gaining popularity, and 3G
UMTS communication is in the horizon. Other types of
clients are also possible, e.g., PCs with browsers (commu-
nicating over a fixed line network) are used for planning
purposes.

The clients use data and functionality provided by a
number of web services, e.g., route-planning services or
map services. The web services are based on the W3C Web
Service standard proposal [21]. The clients send web ser-
vice requests to the web services and get the desired in-
formation back in web service responses. All requests and



Figure 3: The Core Data Model Entities

responses are encoded using XML-based formats. The web
services run on the Oracle 9i Application Server.

The web services get their data from the Integrated DB
(IDB) that implements the data model described in Sec-
tion 4. All data describing infrastructure and content at-
tached to the infrastructure is stored in the IDB, i.e., a “data
warehouse”-like approach is employed. The IDB runs on an
Oracle 9i RDBMS. The web services issue SQL requests to
the DB, which then returns relational and/or XML data.

Finally, the IDB is fed from a number of sources. The
two most important ones are the transportation infrastruc-
ture data, provided by Vejdirektoratet (the Danish Road Di-
rectorate), and map data, provided by Kort og Matrikel-
styrelsen (the Danish Map and Cadastre Agency). In addi-
tion to these, a number of data providers supply the content
that is attached to the infrastructure.

4 Data Modeling
The data model underlying the system provides several ex-
ternal, user-accessible, representations of the transportation
infrastructure, namely the kilometer-post, link-node, and
geographic representations. The external representations
are connected by an internal segment representation. The
core of the data model described in this paper is given by
the diagram in Figure 3. Condensed tables that give exam-
ple instances for this diagram are shown in Figure 7. As
a precursor to exploring the representations in some detail,
we initially consider their uses.

4.1 Overview of Infrastructure Representations

The kilometer-post representation (the most commonly
used type of known-marker representation) is used for road
administration. It is convenient for relating a physical loca-
tion to a location stored in a database and vice versa. Loca-

tion is expressed in terms of the road, the distance marker on
the road (e.g., kilometer post), and the offset from the dis-
tance marker. The representation is used by administrative
authorities for collecting and utilizing data on field condi-
tions, e.g., entering content into the system. Primitive tech-
nological means, such as a simple measuring device and a
map and a ruler, suffice for identifying a position on a road,
rendering the use of the representation cost effective and
thus practical.

The link-node representation is based on the concepts of
undirected and directed mathematical graphs. A node is a
place with a significant change of traffic properties, e.g.,
a road intersection. A link is a route that connects two
nodes. Such a representation abstracts away geographical
detail, but at the same time preserves the topology of the
transportation infrastructure. For this reason, link-node rep-
resentations are suitable for tasks such as traffic and route
planning. The former task refers to (re)designing road net-
works taking traffic flows into consideration. In this case,
undirected graphs are sufficient. The latter task refers to
finding traversable routes in road networks that satisfy cer-
tain criteria. Directed graphs that capture traffic directions
are appropriate for this task.

The geographical representation captures the geographi-
cal coordinates of the transportation infrastructure. The co-
ordinate representation enables users to directly reference
location rather than measure distances along roads from cer-
tain locations, such as kilometer posts. Additionally, the
representation is used by geography-related applications,
such as cartographic systems or certain GIS systems, that
operate on coordinate data.

The segment representation models an infrastructure as
a collection of segments that intersect at connections (lo-
cations where there is an exchange of traffic). This repre-
sentation preserves the network topology and captures the
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Figure 4: Kilometer-Post Infrastructure Representation Instance

complete set of roadways. The position of any content (e.g.,
speed limits, accident reports) references directly segments.
In addition, the external representations of the infrastructure
are mapped to the segment representation in a way that es-
tablishes one-to-one mappings between all the representa-
tions, i.e., the segment representation is the integrator of the
different representations. For this reason, the segment rep-
resentation is used by content integrators for efficient con-
tent position maintenance and translation between the ex-
ternal representations. The segment representation is purely
internal to the system, which provides a number of benefits,
as described in Section 4.4.

4.2 Kilometer-Post Representation

The kilometer-post representation is captured in the data
model by tables ROAD and KM POST; see Figures 3 and 7.

Table ROAD captures the administrative identification of
roads. There is no single, commonly accepted road identi-
fication system. Systems tend to vary between countries,
between counties of the same country, and between munic-
ipalities of the same county. Roads of different significance
are managed at the state, county, and municipality levels.
Our data model primarily concerns state and county roads.

The administrative identification consists of the road
number, the road part, and the authorities responsible for the
management of the road part, captured by attributes rd nr,
rd part, and rd mng, respectively. For example, our case
captures parts of four roads that are managed by the author-
ity 55. The main road we consider consists of parts num-
bered 0–8 (see Figure 7).

While road numbers and maintenance authorities par-
tition the road infrastructure, road parts partition a single
road. Road parts represent separate system lines of engi-
neering structures that, administratively, constitute a single
road. Roughly speaking, a single road part consists of lanes
of a road based on the same roadbed. For example, in the
second intersection of our case (Figure 1(b)), the main high-
way lanes reside on the same roadbed. Thus, although be-
ing divided by a median strip, they belong to the same sys-
tem line and are modeled by a single road part (part 0; see
Figure 4). On the other hand, exits and entrances to the

highway belong to different system lines and are modeled
by parts 3–6, 7, and 8, as defined by administratively de-
termined part identification rules [5]. Additionally, lanes
belong to different system lines if they are separated by sig-
nificant dividers, such as a protective fence separating lanes
or a circle-strip of a rotary.

Attribute rd description captures user-friendly names for
roads. For example, the name for part 0 of our main
road consists of the names of the two towns it connects:
“Korskro-Give.” Additional descriptions, denoting the type
of a road part, may be captured for parts 1–8.

Table KM POST captures information on road distance
markers. A marker captures a full kilometer distance, or
number (attribute km nr), from the start of a certain road
(attribute r id). Markers may be located physically (observ-
able) on roads, or may be imaginary. For example, mark-
ers 46 and 47 in Figure 4 represent physical road markers,
while markers with residual parts, enclosed in parentheses,
mark beginnings of road parts and are imaginary (except
for the marker 55(774), which does not represent a sep-
arate marker, as discussed in Section 4.6). The residuals
indicate the meter offset from the full kilometer, and that
they are not captured in table KM POST (offsets are cap-
tured in table ROAD SEG). Attribute km placement may
be used for indicating the offset of the position of the phys-
ical marker from its logical position, e.g., when the logical
marker position coincides with an intersection so that the
physical marker cannot be placed there.

4.3 Link-Node Representation

The link-node representation of the transportation infras-
tructure defined by our schema is a collection of nodes (ta-
ble NODE) connected by directed links (table LINK), i.e.,
a directed graph (see Figure 5). We do not consider undi-
rected graphs here.

A record in table NODE describes a node. Nodes belong
to one of several different road network types, e.g., to mod-
els of the same infrastructure, but with different resolutions.
For example, for a certain area, there might be two link-
node networks, a very fine-grained one used for detailed
route planning, and a less detailed one used for higher-level
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route or traffic planning. Conceptually, a node is identi-
fied by a pair of attributes (road net type, node id), i.e., of
a unique network ID and a unique node ID with the scope
of the network. In order to simplify referencing from other
tables and make query processing more efficient, each node
is assigned a globally unique ID n id, which is the primary
key of the table.

A record in table LINK describes a link. Similarly to
nodes, links belong to exactly one of a number of different
road network types. Thus, links have attributes analogous
to those of nodes, i.e., the pair (road net type, lnk id) and
l id. Again, l id is the primary key of table LINK. More-
over, each link has a start node from n id and an end node
to n id. Attributes from n id and to n id are foreign keys,
referencing n id in table NODE. The road network type of a
link is given by the road network type of its nodes. Further,
each link has length lnk length.

Sample tables NODE and LINK are presented in Fig-
ure 7. The data covers only one model of the infrastructure.
For this reason, for all links and nodes, the road net type
value is equal to 1, the lnk id value is equal to the l id value,
and the node id value is equal to the n id value. These val-
ues are not shown because they are not interesting. Figure 5
presents the sample link-node data in graphical form.

The specific link-node data models the case study from
Section 2 in a way that is appropriate for high-level route
planning. The links represent the routes, not individual
roads, e.g., links 1163 and 1164 represent the forward and
backward routes between the first and second intersection,
respectively. For this reason, the complex intersections, i.e.,
the two over-passes in Figures 1(a) and (b) and the rotary
are each reduced to a single node, i.e., to the nodes 5638,
6602, and 6603, respectively. In our case, the lnk length
value for each link is approximately equal to the length of
the corresponding route in meters. Thus, lnk length values
are equal for a pair of oppositely directed links. In general,
lnk length may be given more complex semantics, e.g., the
minimum travel time that is needed to traverse the route.

Directed links in our representation, i.e., in representa-
tions suitable for route planning, indicate that node to n id
can be reached from node from n id, i.e., a two-directional
route is represented by a pair of oppositely directed links.
Although our schema explicitly defines directed links, the

same schema can be used for undirected links.

4.4 Segment Representation

The segment representation of the infrastructure defined by
our schema is a collection of segments (table SEGMENT)
that intersect at connections (table CONNECTION) This
representation is illustrated graphically in Figure 6.

A record in table SEGMENT describes a segment. Each
segment has a unique ID seg id and the length seg length.
Attribute seg id is the primary key of the table.

A record in table CONNECTION describes the fact that
a segment seg id intersects with a connection point iden-
tified by con id. The intersection of the segment with the
connection point occurs at seg from units from the start of
the segment. The pair (seg id, con id) constitutes the pri-
mary key. Finally, seg id is a foreign key that references the
attribute of table SEGMENT with the same name.

Sample tables SEGMENT and CONNECTION are pre-
sented in Figure 7. In the tables, the seg length value for
each segment is equal to the length of the corresponding
road section in meters. Figure 6 presents the sample seg-
ment and connection data in graphical form.

The sample data models the case study from Section 2
in a way that preserves the network topology at a low level
of detail. This level is necessary to accurately translate be-
tween the external representations. Each segment generally
represents a road section in such a way that the segment is
as long as possible, while preserving the network topology.
For example, segment 893 corresponds to the “long” main
road and is 78.326 meters long.

In order to preserve the topology, the additional seg-
ment 3522, which is only 62 meters long, is assigned to
the “short” bottom semi-circumference of the rotary in our
case study, which connects two disjoint sections of the main
road. Connections are placed at road intersections. Again,
this is necessary to preserve the topology.

Another constraint imposed on the process of creating
segments is that the segments should partition the road net-
work. The reasons why long segments are preferred is that
these lead to a more compact segment representation and,
more importantly, a more compact and thus update-efficient
representation of the associated content. We revisit this in
Section 5.

Note that some sections of a segment may not corre-
spond to any roads. This is the case for the section of seg-
ment 893 that stretches between the connections 5387 and
5389 (more on this in Section 5).

4.5 Geographical Representation

The geographical representation is used for geo-referencing
the road infrastructure and thereby the road-related content.
Specifically, the geographical coordinates of all segments
are captured by a table COORDINATE (an example in-
stance of the table is omitted due to space constraints) that
references table SEGMENT.

Rows of table COORDINATE contain pairs of three-
dimensional points. The first point in a row is the building
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Figure 6: Segment-Based Infrastructure Representation Instance

block of the representation. Its coordinates x coord from,
y coord from, z coord from capture a point on the center-
line of a road, e.g., a point on the center of the separating
strip on our road in Figure 1(b).

Several levels of detail are used for the geographical rep-
resentation of segments. In the schema, this property of the
first point of a row is captured by attribute coord type from.
Levels of detail refer to different scales of the geograph-
ical representation. The lowest level of detail provides the
coarsest representation of a segment. Higher levels of detail
capture the location of a segment in more detail, by intro-
ducing additional points. This arrangement implies that in
order to obtain a geographical representation of a segment
at a certain level of detail, one has to select points with this
or a lower level. As a result, the sequence of all points rep-
resenting a segment at the most detailed level consists of
points from all levels of detail.

The second point of a row, captured by x coord to,
y coord to, z coord to, and coord type to, is used to en-
hance the efficiency of query processing. This point is the
point following the first point of the tuple, in the sequence
of all points representing the segment. Note that the second
point can be of a different detail level, lower or higher, than
that of the first point. The benefit of this is that a road is par-
titioned into small sections, each covered by a tuple. When-
ever there is a need to calculate a geographical location of
a point located some distance after the start of a segment,
only the one row that covers the section is needed, not two
rows.

The remaining attributes of a row, seg id, seg from and
seg to, map the two points of the tuple to the segment repre-
sentation. They indicate on which segment and after which
distances from the start of the segment these are located.
Geo-referencing of content is provided only through the
mapping of content to segments.

4.6 Interrelating the Representations

As pointed out earlier, the provision of integrated mobile
services requires the ability to translate among the differ-
ent external infrastructure representations. This is achieved

in the data model by connecting the kilometer-post repre-
sentation and the link-node representation to the segment
representation, which is already integrated with the geo-
graphical representation (see Section 4.5). In our schema,
these connections are achieved via tables KM POST SEG
and ROAD SEG for the kilometer-post representation and
via table LINK SEG, for the link-node representation.
Kilometer-post integration As for the kilometer-post
representation, a row in table ROAD SEG relates (a section
of) a road part r id to a part of a segment seg id. The (sec-
tion of the) road part positioned by a row corresponds to the
section of the related segment with end points at seg from
and seg to units from the start of the segment. The attribute
orientation indicates whether or not the directions of linear
referencing along the segment and along the road part coin-
cide. Attributes rd id and seg id are foreign keys that refer-
ence the primary keys of tables ROAD and SEGMENT, re-
spectively. Further, since road parts do not overlap, the pair
(seg id, seg from) is the primary key of the table. Finally,
sequence nr is an ordinal number of the road part section
that is used to conveniently distinguish among different sec-
tions of the same road part and to “reconstruct” road parts
from a collection of segment sections.

A kilometer post is used as a linear reference point for
a certain section of a road part, termed usage scope. A
record in table KM POST SEG positions (a part of) the us-
age scope of a kilometer post (rd id, km nr) within a seg-
ment seg id. The attribute offset indicates the position of
(the part of) the usage scope as distance in meters from the
kilometer km nr measured in the direction of linear refer-
encing. The other attributes have the same semantics as
do their counterparts in table ROAD SEG. The pair (rd id,
km nr) and seg id are the foreign keys that reference the
primary keys in tables KM POST and SEGMENT, respec-
tively. Finally, since usage scopes do not overlap, the pair
(seg id, seg from) is the primary key of the table.

The sample tables ROAD SEG and KM POST SEG in
Figure 7 position the road parts and the kilometer posts from
tables ROAD and KM POST (see Figure 4 as well) with re-
spect to the segment representation (see tables SEGMENT
and CONNECTION as well as Figure 6). In our case, for



all the road parts, kilometer posts, and segments, the direc-
tions of linear referencing coincide, i.e., for all the records,
the orientation value is equal to 1. These values are thus
not shown. We also omit sequence nr values in the table
ROAD SEG. The sample data illustrates the interesting as-
pects of the schema of tables ROAD SEG and KM POST.
For example, in order to properly translate between repre-
sentations of rotaries, the schema must allow to map road
part sections, but not whole road parts, to segment sections
(see lines 1 and 2). The same observation can be made for
the mapping of usage scopes.

Note that table KM POST SEG alone fully defines the
relation between the kilometer-post and other represen-
tations. Table ROAD SEG has been included for query
efficiency—it contains redundant information.
Link-node integration As for the link-node representa-
tion, a record in table LINK SEG positions (a section of) a
link l id within a segment seg id. The attribute orientation
indicates whether the directions of linear referencing along
the segment and of the link coincide. The other attributes
have the same semantics as do their counterparts in table
ROAD SEG. Attributes l id and seg id are the foreign keys
that reference the primary keys in tables LINK and SEG-
MENT, respectively. Further, since links “overlap,” e.g.,
different links may belong to different models of the same
infrastructure, the pair (l id, seg id) is the primary key of
the table. On the other hand, since links model continuous
routes, i.e., no “breaks” in links are allowed, seg from is not
in the primary key.

Table LINK SEG in Figure 7 positions the links from the
sample table LINK (see Figure 5 as well) with respect to the
segment representation of the infrastructure from our case
study. In our case, the directions of linear referencing along
segments and of links do not necessarily coincide, i.e., for
some records, the orientation value is 1 and for some, it is
-1. These values are not shown because they are easy to
determine. Again, the values of the sequence nr attribute
are also not shown because they are not interesting.

4.7 Integration of Content

In our model, each type of content is allocated a sepa-
rate descriptive table. For example, tables ACCIDENT and
SERVICE (not shown due to space constraints) describe in-
stances of road accidents and car repair service providers,
respectively. A row in tables ACCIDENT or SERVICE as-
signs an ID id for each accident or service provider respec-
tively. Moreover, each row includes descriptive attributes.
For example, for an accident the number of cars involved
may be included. Further, each type of content is associ-
ated with a table that positions the content with respect to
the infrastructure in the segment representation, e.g, table
ACCIDENT SEG (not shown) captures accident position
and SERVICE SEG (not shown) captures service availabil-
ity ranges.

The principles of positioning interval data with respect
to segments are described in Section 4.6. In particular, the
tables for interval content have schemas similar to those

of tables ROAD SEG and LINK SEG. For example, ta-
ble SERVICE SEG has the attributes id, seg id, seg from,
and seg to, possibly in addition to other attributes that char-
acterize the positioning. The first and second attributes
are the foreign keys that reference tables SERVICE and
SEGMENT, respectively. The positioning of point data
is analogous to the positioning of connections (see Sec-
tion 4.4), e.g., compared to table SERVICE SEG, table AC-
CIDENT SEG has an attribute seg pos instead of the pair
(seg from, seg to).

Primary keys are defined depending on characteristics of
the content. For example, since service availability content
is overlapping, the triple (seg id, seg from, id) is the pri-
mary key of table SERVICE SEG. Analogously, several ac-
cidents may happen at the same point, so the triple (seg id,
seg pos, id) is the primary key of table ACCIDENT SEG.

The same content must be accessible via different in-
frastructure representations. Given a type of content, our
system includes a view for each necessary external repre-
sentation. For example, accident data typically enters the
database through the kilometer-post representation. This
means that there exists a view ACCIDENT KM POST
that is defined as a join of tables ACCIDENT SEG and
KM POST SEG on segments. As another example, it may
be useful to maintain the number of accidents for each link
(e.g., to find safe routes). This may be captured in a view
ACCIDENT LINK that is defined as a join of tables AC-
CIDENT SEG and LINK SEG followed by aggregation by
each link.

5 Update

The model based on segments can be used to effectively ac-
commodate updates of the transportation infrastructure and
the content attached to it.

The key distinguishing feature of segments is that they
are entirely internal to the system. Segments can be seen
as a special kind of the linear elements (LEs) used in lin-
ear referencing models [16]. However, in other systems
and models, external entities, most often routes, are used
as the LEs, which causes problems when these external en-
tities change. For instance, if a route changes, all the related
content has to be updated. In contrast, segments are inde-
pendent of external entities and are thus a far more stable
concept onto which content can be attached. This arrange-
ment reduces the amount of updates needed when external
entities change.

Three types of infrastructure updates are of interest:
transfer of road authority, road alterations, and roads un-
der planning/construction. In Denmark, the road author-
ity (the government body administering the road) is either
the state (mostly interregional roads), the county (mostly
intraregional roads), or the municipality (local roads and
streets).

In some cases, authority of a road is transferred, e.g.,
from county to state if the road is upgraded to become an
interregional road. The systems used for road identification,
i.e., road numbers and road codes, differ among the differ-



ent road authorities, including among counties and among
municipalities. For example, state roads use a different sys-
tem than county roads, and different counties use different
systems. This means that road keys must be updated where
ever they occur. In Euman’s system, this is a relatively easy
task, since the segments (and thus also the content attached
to them) are unaffected by this change. Only the kilometer-
post representation of particular roads must be updated. In
systems that use the kilometer-post representation directly
as an internal infrastructure representation, this update be-
comes a difficult task because the road keys are propagated
throughout the system, in both infrastructure and content
data.

When a road has significant alterations, other challenges
occur. For example, a crossroads may be replaced by a
(large) rotary, which was how the rotary in our case study
arose. In this case, two pieces of road (the innermost
“cross” in the crossroads) disappear in the real world, and
are replaced by four new pieces of road, meaning that the
road becomes a little longer at this point. If content is at-
tached directly to the roads themselves, e.g., at certain dis-
tances from kilometer posts, the posts after the crossroads
must now be relocated to reflect the new reality, which trig-
gers updates of the content positions. In contrast, Euman’s
system allows the major underlying segments of the cross-
ing roads, i.e., segments 893 and 1679 from Figure 6, to
remain the same, avoiding any update of attached content.
Two (small) new segments, 3523 and 3522, are inserted to
model the rotary.

Finally, a road being planned does not at first have a
road number/code. When construction starts, the road is
assigned a temporary number/code, which is replaced by
the final number/code when the road is opened to traffic.
Handling this process in Euman’s system is unproblematic
because the segment(s) representing the new road are cre-
ated when planning starts, i.e., before the road exists phys-
ically. Already at this point, content can be attached to the
segment(s). When construction starts and when the road
is opened, only a few updates are necessary to reflect the
change taking place in the real world.

An equally important issue is how to update, i.e., insert
and delete, content that is attached to the transportation in-
frastructure. The same content may be attached to several
segments, e.g., a certain sight can be viewed from several
segments. Content may be attached to whole segments, e.g.,
some speed limits, or to parts of segments (intervals), e.g.,
views of sights. As stated in Section 4.4, in our model, seg-
ments are as long as possible. Having long segments gener-
ally results in fewer updates and faster queries, since a piece
of content needs only be attached to few segments, meaning
that relatively few rows are needed to attach content to the
infrastructure. However, the segment length can be tuned
to achieve the desired query/update performance indepen-
dently of the real-world transportation infrastructure. This
can be done because the segments are purely internal to the
system.

6 Querying

The actual system includes several hundred thousands of
lines of generated PL/SQL code that maintains and extracts
information from the database. The system also implements
its own high-level query language. However, in this section,
we simply exemplify a couple of common types of queries
for content performed by the system.

Simple queries consider one type of content and are
concerned with a single table or view. Such queries gen-
erally fall into one of two categories. Point queries se-
lect point content, e.g., geographical coordinates of ac-
cident from a view ACCIDENT COORDINATE. Interval
queries select interval content, e.g., car repair service avail-
ability ranges with respect to the transportation infrastruc-
ture in the kilometer-post representation from a view SER-
VICE KM POST.

More advanced content-related queries combine two or
more content types. Such a query may retrieve the accidents
that fall into road sections with surface type gravel. These
queries join several views or tables. Three general cate-
gories of binary joins are defined according to characteris-
tics of the content they combine: point-point, point-interval,
and interval-interval join queries.

The third category is the most interesting. When at least
one content type is non-covering, e.g., the one from the
“right” table, but it is necessary to retain all the data on the
content type from the “left” table in the result, the query be-
comes a left outer interval join. Two pieces of content must
belong to the same segment and must have overlapping in-
tervals in order to contribute to the result. The interval asso-
ciated with the result is the intersection of the two argument
intervals. The outer-join condition ensures that content in
the left table is in the result if there is no matching content
in the right table.

As an example query, assume that we need to determine
all housing properties located along roads with high traffic
volumes. To display this information on a map, we per-
form a left outer join on tables PROPERTY TYPE SEG
and TRAFFIC SEG (both are content related to segments),
respectively, to obtain relevant segment sections. A further
join with tables ROAD SEG and ROAD provides names of
the roads involved, and a join with table COORDINATE
provides the locations of the result on a map.

7 Summary and Research Directions

Mobile, location-based information services, including traf-
fic, weather, tourist, and safety-related services, are seen as
a very important new type of application in the near-future
technology marketplace. A number of enabling technolo-
gies such as precise geo-positioning, increasingly available
wireless communications, and highly functional, portable
devices have converged to the point where such services are
feasible.

The driving maxim behind location-based services is
“content is king,” i.e., truly useful services will only emerge
when a range of diverse content is available and related to



the geographical infrastructure (roads, etc.) in which the
users are travelling. This renders advanced infrastructure
representations and integration of content with the infras-
tructure essential. No single infrastructure representation is
capable of serving all purposes, making multiple, interre-
lated representations of the infrastructure necessary.

This paper describes a real content integration and ser-
vice delivery system developed and deployed by the Danish
company Euman A/S [7]. The paper presents a case study,
a set of requirements, and the technical architecture of the
system. The primary part of the paper covers data modeling
for the system, concentrating on the infrastructure represen-
tations used in the system, namely the kilometer-post, link-
node, geographical, and segment representations, and the
integration of these with each other and the attached con-
tent. Additionally, substantial challenges related to query-
ing and updating are discussed.

The data model used in the Euman system generalizes
previous models, mainly by using the purely internal con-
cepts of segments as the integrating representation. As a
result, the system data are much easier to maintain when
the real world infrastructure changes.

The current status of the system is that SMS-based traffic
and weather information services have been deployed. The
deployment of these relatively simple services has not led to
any significant problems. A prototype of an advanced intel-
ligent Co-Pilot running on a Nokia 9210 Communicator and
a Nokia 7650 is ready for deployment, but awaits, among
other things, the broad availability of billing for GPRS.
While the current functionality of the Co-Pilot includes
route management and GPS-based speed limit checking,
additional functionality is being added.

Future work includes a number of interesting challenges.
Euman is planning to enhance the support for time-varying
content, to offer better support for data streams, and to use a
variety of business intelligence technologies in the system,
e.g., for prediction of traffic jams. Integration of more types
of content, including on-line integration of content is also
a prime focus area. Finally, research will be done on the
advanced query processing techniques needed to support,
e.g., dynamic segmentation queries.
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ROAD
rd nr rd part rd mng r id

1 337 0 55 6068
2 337 1 55 6069
3 337 2 55 6070
4 337 3 55 6071
5 337 4 55 6073
6 337 5 55 6074
7 337 6 55 6075
8 337 7 55 6076
9 337 8 55 6077

10 362 0 55 371
11 363 0 55 6101
12 550 0 55 1061

ROAD SEG
seg id seg from seg to r id

1 893 0 43802 6068
2 893 43842 44786 6068
3 894 0 338 6071
4 894 338 724 6074
5 896 0 373 6075
6 896 373 665 6073
7 897 0 243 6076
8 898 0 280 6077
9 927 1112 28678 371

10 936 60 314 6101
11 1679 7440 8414 1061
12 1679 8454 18693 1061
13 3522 0 62 6069
14 3523 0 64 6070

CONNECTION
seg id seg from con id

1 893 34900 126
2 893 35009 127
3 893 35586 129
4 893 35722 130
5 893 43802 5387
6 893 43842 5389
7 894 0 127
8 894 338 128
9 894 724 130

10 896 0 126
11 896 373 123
12 896 665 129
13 897 0 133
14 897 243 134

KM POST
r id km nr

1 6068 46
2 6068 47
3 6068 48
4 6068 55
5 6068 56
6 6069 55
7 6070 55
8 6071 46
9 6071 47

10 6073 47
11 6074 47
12 6075 46
13 6075 47

KM POST SEG
seg id seg from seg to r id km nr offset

1 893 34064 35064 6068 46 0
2 893 35064 36069 6068 47 0
3 893 36069 37069 6068 48 0
4 893 43068 43802 6068 55 0
5 893 43842 44069 6068 55 774
6 893 44069 44786 6068 56 0
7 894 0 55 6071 46 945
8 894 55 338 6071 47 0
8 894 338 724 6074 47 272

10 896 0 164 6075 46 836
11 896 164 373 6075 47 0
12 896 373 665 6073 47 230
13 897 0 128 6076 45 872
14 897 128 243 6076 46 0
15 898 0 128 6077 45 872
16 898 128 280 6077 46 0
17 3522 0 62 6069 55 734
18 3523 0 64 6070 55 734

15 898 0 133
16 898 280 124
17 927 28339 134
18 927 28678 124
19 934 10448 132
20 936 234 128
21 936 314 123
22 1679 8414 5388
23 1679 8454 5390
24 3522 0 5387
25 3522 40 5388
26 3522 62 5389
27 3523 0 5387
28 3523 26 5390
29 3523 64 5389

LINK
l id from n id to n id lnk length

1 45 5637 5638 6250
2 46 5638 5637 6250
3 678 5638 5635 1776
4 679 5635 5638 1776
5 680 6602 6603 8512
6 681 6603 6602 8512
7 1163 5638 6602 1226
8 1164 6602 5638 1226
9 1800 7207 6602 211

LINK SEG
l id seg id seg from seg to

1 679 893 32310 34086
2 678 893 32310 34086
3 1163 893 34086 35312
4 1164 893 34086 35312
5 680 893 35312 43824
6 681 893 35312 43824
7 2267 893 43824 51945
8 2507 893 43824 51945
9 45 927 22263 28513

SEGMENT
seg id seg length

1 893 78326
2 894 724
3 896 665
4 897 243
5 898 280
6 927 28678
7 936 314
8 1679 18693
9 3522 62

10 3523 64

10 1801 6602 7207 211
11 1802 6602 7208 37
12 1803 7208 6602 37
13 1958 6603 7014 8800
14 1959 7014 6603 8800
15 2267 6603 6713 8121
16 2304 6603 6714 994
17 2463 6714 6603 994
18 2507 6713 6603 8121
19 4287 5638 8566 165
20 4288 8566 5638 165

10 46 927 22263 28513
11 4287 927 28513 28678
12 4288 927 28513 28678
13 1800 936 60 277
14 1801 936 60 277
15 1802 936 277 314
16 1803 936 277 314
17 2304 1679 7440 8434
18 2463 1679 7440 8434
19 1958 1679 8434 17226
20 1959 1679 8434 17226

NODE
n id

1 5635
2 5637
3 5638
4 6602
5 6603
6 6713
7 6714
8 7014
9 7207

10 7208
11 8566

Figure 7: Sample Data


